
os June 10,1975 Dear Dr Wecht, 

There is-much to read about the assassination of president Fenne« dy. And, consequently, much to write about to you. For example, in reading George OtToole's The Assassination Tapes, I noted his single reference to Dr Burkley occurred in the context of report- age of your position on the autopsy and in connection with the still missing medicoballistic evidence. O'Toole wrote, "All of these items were reportedly turned over to the National Archives by Adm, George Byrkley...but the archives has no record of them" (p38). Why O'Toole wrote "reportedly" I do not know. His reference, un- _doubtedly, is to your article in the Sept. 1973 issue of The For- ensic Science Gazette in which you cited a memorandum of transfer ° of April 26,1965 as the basis of the information regarding Burkley. Which reminded me I asked you in a letter dated March 31,1975, Where ig the memorandum of April 26,1965 to be found?" and *hat is the source for the statement the autopsy team examined these particular photographs (of the interior of Kennedy's chest cavity, which are now missing-TS) in December 1963?" Questions to which -you have made no reply. 

Again, I was struck by "Wecht found no support: for the *terassy knoll theory'"™ (p37). He quoted from your Forensic Science Ga-+ zette article: "The available evidence, assuming it to be valid, gives no support to theories which postulate gunmen to the front or right front of the Presidential car." That was your view in the fall of 1973. OtToolets book is copyright-dated 1975. On February 5,197 you wrote to me, acknowledging meteipt of a copy of my report after viewing the Zapruder film in the National Ar- chives in the summer of 1965; "It is quite possible that he (Ken- nedy) was struck by two shots in a Simultaneous crossfire, This could explain the movement of his body, as depicted in the Zapru~ der film...I definitely agréé with you that the Z4aprider film is of major evidentiary value...Clearly, it is perhaps the most im- portant key to the physical events of the assassination..." 
Inasmuch-as these two positions are diametrically and irreconcilably Opposite, I take it the later position represents movement of your thought of which O'Toole, very likely, was unaware because you had not, I believe, signified your change of position publicly. 

While I pondered, your letter of Jyne 6 responding to my letter of May 15 inquiring about Rankin's reference to "minutes" of the autopsy in the transcript of the Warren Commission executive session of Jan-~ Uary 21,1964 arrived and sent my thoughts in another direction, I put the question: "Inasmuch as Rankin said he had asked for the ‘minutes of the autopsy? must we not predicate the existence of such minutes, at least as a basis for our own inquiry?" You have replied in the negative. 

You may be correct. But your reasoning is unpersuasive. You begin with "Rankin, most likely, was simply mistaken. Two sentences later you refer to "another error" by Rankin, this one sure, in connection’ with the "ballistic evidence in the Walker shooting," and suggesting, therefore, the rapid movement of: the "first" error from likelihood to certainty.
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In support of this evolutionary view you note nflankin was over- 
loaded with work, and he seems to have had difficulty disting- 
uishing between what he had actually seen and what he had only 
heard about. Also, he had an unfortunate tendency to want to 
please the Commission Members and impress them with his knowledge 
and command of the evidence, at the expemse of occasionally slip- 
ping into error about what he knew." What was Rankin's error? 
You assume "ffankin may simply have assumed" that "a tape recording 
of autopsy procedures" had been made or that "someone at the au- 
topsy may have taken detailed notes.” With respect to the second 
assumption you note, "Indeed the FBI agents, Siebert and O'Neill © 
actually did so and later reported their observations." It fol- 
lows, does it not?, Rankin's assumption" was grounded in reality, 
and was not an error at all, either probable or certain. 

‘AS for the first assumption of a tape recording, it is one you 
yourself make: "I would assume that it is and was fairly common 
practice to’make a tape recording of autopsy procedures, but not 
universally." It would seem Rankin's assumption was also based 
on "fairly common practice" and cannot be dismissed as you do 
toward the end of your letter as “somewhat presumptuous remarks." 

More weight must be accorded your point you "have never seen any 
other reference to tminutes' of the autopsy, nor to any tape re- 
cording.e.s." But I would remind you the transcripts of two Warren 
Commission executive sessions are still withheld from‘research. 
And, we have the word of the National Archives for it, we do not 
know how many executive sessions were held, 

Your speculations do not dispose of the problem of the "minutes" 
of the autopsy. . 

Moreover, the total significance of Rankin's "remarks" outweighs 
their accuracy or error, Note first he "sent" for the "minutes." 
Should we not be curious to know to whom the request was addressed? 
Has it occurred to you it may have been the elusive Dr Burkley 
who escapes our investigatory grasp at every turn? Ought we not 
want to know in what form the request w,s made? And what response 
it evoked, if any? os 

sti about something while he was saying it, to see whether it is 
supported by the conclusions in the autopsy and so forth." To 
you "It is perfectly obvious that the Commission did not under- 
stand the President's wounds and how to account for them and tmt’ 
they wefe not satisfied with whatever autopsy report they ten had." h 
I agree. But how do we convince others of what is "perfectly ob- 
vious" to us? By a series of deductions and sssumptions only? 
Would we not be in a stronger position ig we located these "minutes" £ 
and established their provenance and history, or disproved their ~ 
existence definitively? - 

a there is the intriguing motivation: "to see what doctor A 

I was about to suggest a direct approach-to Rankin for information 
and documentation when everything was eclinsed by the news of your 
appearance as a witness before the Rockefeller Commission on the 
CIA, your complaint your testimony had been distorted in its Re- 
port, and your determination ig secure a copy of the transcript 
of your testimony which you siif4d was being withheld from vou I 
have seen neither the Commission's report nor the transcr pt’ of
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your testimony but I believe Youe 

Distortion was to be expected, The mutilated autopsy, the manip- ulation of autopsy. reports and death certificates, the manufacture of evidence, the subornation of perjury, the frame up of Oswald, the slander of Marxist thought, the falsification of history by 
the Warren Commission, and the continuing defense of its Report 
by the government guaranteed in advance your testimony, if import- antly adverse to the government's interests, would not be reported 
truthfully. Should you not have taken the elementary precaution 
to make your testimony dependent on written assurance you would be 
given a transcript promptly after you testified? Or should you not 
have testified orally and in written form? Am TI correct in assum« ing you did mmk neither but entered the belly of the beast with a 
trusting heart and became its cooperating victim? 

What did you expect to achieve by your testimony? Conversion of . the unbelieving? Coronation of truth? What was your understand- 
ing of the function of the Rockefeller Commission? Was it not 
apparent to you this ad hoc creature of the executive branch of the government was created to help the chief executive cope with 
the international and domestic clamor over revolting offenses to 
life, decency, and law bythe executive-branch agency detested all over the world as the CIA, as the Warren Commission was created to assist Johnson in restoring governmental stability, shaken by ru- mors and suspicions following the murders of president Kennedy, 
policeman Tippitt, and patsy Oswald? 

If this strikingly obvious parallel escaped you or was not con- , 
cordant with your conception of government, did you not, at least, see the Rockefeller Commission in terms of what the establishmen- 
tarian-liberal anti-communist weekly, The Nation, designated "As- 
sasSination Politics" in its lead editorial in the June 21 issue, which opens with the apt observations: "The Rockefeller Commission 
was so heavily stacked with Establishment types that it lacked cre- dibility from the start. Its mission was not to investigate but to save the CIA"? 

Which raises the interesting questions: With what intention with 
respect to the CIA did you appear before the RockéJfeller Commission? 
I cannot believe it would be to defend or support it. Could it be to join the chorus which attributes Kennedy's murder to that suurce? 
You had not said so before to my knowledge, You had not claimed to 
have or to have seen or to have knowledge of. evidence identifying or 
indicating the CIA as the assassin. And-you are not, obviously, a 
journalistic vulture, to quote Kissinger, or demagogue or egomaniac 
who contrives dissemination’ of information for sensational and ca~ reerist or pecuniary effect, 

When I learned you were considering giving testimony to the Rocke-~ 
feller Commission it seemed to me the only purpose you could have 
would be an attempt to persuade the Commission to reopen the inves- tigation of the Kennedy assassination. And I thought nothing to 
advance the truth in that event can be expected from that ouarter; 
your appearance before it could be useful for the cause of truth 
only if you contrived to use the ocCyasion as a raiogn d'etre for a subsequent press conference in which you could advance ideas about
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the frame up of Oswald and the cover up by the government of Fenne- dy's assassins and their employers and sponsors. And for that, of course, it was essential you entertain such ideas and advance them to the Rockefeller Commission. 

What line did you take in your arpearance before it? “IJ do not know exactly; the transcript of your testimony is withheld, 

What line could you take? Judging by your published articles, press interviews, discussions on radio and TV which I have heard, and cor- respondence with me, your total concern seems to be problems of Physical evidence. For you medicoballistic evidencé igs the unix verse. Not for you Hamlet's observation to Horatio. Necessary. political inferences to be drawn from the evidence, invaluable and indispensable signposts to truth, appear not to interest you. Am I mistaken - you have not ever affirmed Oswald's innocence and the government's guilt. in framing and defaming him;.or expressed views on the motivation for the assassination and on its source; or ex- plicated the government's assassination policy; or attempted to place the assassination in contemporary political and broader higs- torical context? 

But the government, a quintessential political body, it cannot have escaped your attention, takes an opposite attitude. It is acutely Sensitive to-’political implications of evidence, including physi-+ cal evidence, which, history and daily life teach us continually, it creates, manipulates, and Suppresses, not. as aberrant miscar- riages of justice, but as characteristic operations of the "Jjusbice system" in accordance with exigent political needs, 

You could not have moved the Rockefeller from: its appointed course with physical evidence any more then you could have moved the Warren Commission had you been given the opportunity and were the angel of truth incarnate. Moreover, your conclusion more than one gunman ° had brought Yennedy down, no matter how detionstratively reasoned, was for the Rockefeller Commission a belated echo of ‘larren Com- missioner Russell's yiew, and Johnson's opinion, and Connally's be- lief, all of which had no effect in altering the Johnson's and its successor adminstrations'! asassination policy. Nor was your "find- ing" all shots were fired from Kennedy's rear by "more than one gun- man” based on positive evidence, but was a deduction fron contra- dictory medicoballistic evidence and related testimony. It could not, therefore, impress the Rockefeller Commission as more than an unnecessary hypothetical alternative to the Warren Commission's 
necessary "single bullet" theory which, by the way,you, not the 
government, believes is crucial for the latter's account of the as- sassination of president Kennedy; and also a welcome offset to the 
irrefutable evidentiary logic of the Zapruder film of an enfilading 
ambush in Dealey Plaza. 

Yet, I assume, it was the evidence of the Zapruder film which gave 
the Rockefeller Commission great concern. How else explain its ap- 
pointment of yet another panel of professional experts to review a- 
gain the medicoballistic evidence, and its attemnt to reconcile this evidence with the contradictory evidence of the Zenruder film by 
recourse to the patently absurd and lone discredited idea the vio- 
lent backward: thrust of Fennedy's body when struck fatally result- ed frem-edfrom an explosive physiologic rection , to che impact of the bullet? Was the Commission aware, do vou think, this’ fantas?
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puts to rest the equally false notion the gyrat-ions of Kennedy's 
torso were cayjsed by sudden acceleration of his limousine? 

The Zapruder film must have been a problem for you, too. To ignore 
it would have been failure to challenge the sovernment's frame up 
regarding one of its most vulnerable points. To reaffirm your pub- 
lished position on lack of evidence of a right-frontal lethal shot 
would have vlayed directly into the government's hands. And to 
assert the position you took later in correspondence with me would 
have weakened your presentation by the necessity to argue against 
your former position. 

In sum, because you restricted your testimony to physical evidence, 
it. lacked sufficient impact to expose the government's Kennedy-aas— 
assination cover up policy. Had it that potentiality you might 
not have been permitted to testify, or the Commission tovld have ‘ 
referred iv:at you had to say, along with other assassination data, 
to the president who could then have referred it to other execu- 
tive-branch agencies, and to Congress. AS it was, your testimony 
constituted no more than an embarrassment which it was as easy as 
it Was necessary to disregard or distort in the pattern of the War- 
ren Commission, . 

But there was no need for lamentation, Were you endowed with the ° 
‘common sense of Tom Faine, the libertarian wisdon of Tom Jefferson, 
the fanatic religious fervor of John Brown, and the compassionate 
eloouence of Abe Lincoln you could not have inspired the Rockefel- 
ler Commission to raise the banner of truth. 

Consider the situation! From the lonely height of Marxist thought 
it has its comic aspects. In command of the ship of state was 
crewman Gerald Ford wearing Nixon's uniform, himself, as a Warren 
Commissioner, an accesory after the fact to murder, who set the. 
course the helmsman had to follow: CIA is indispensable; its "cov- 
ert activities" will continue; log its domestic derelictions. At 
the helm stood geferential philanthropist Nelson Rockefeller, the 
unrepentant butcher of Attica, nominally second in command, but 
part owner with his peers of the ship, their overseas empire pro= * 
tected against revolutionary overthrow by diplomacy, military bases, 
and CIA "covert activities" directed by an admitted assassin, all 
interlo¢eked and intertwined to‘foment counterrevolution, support 
fascism, overthrow governments, conduct wars train, torturers, and 
assassinate enemies, Is it not ludicrous? “In midstréeés skipper pn 
Ford became aware of a rising storm of suspicion and”~clamorous 
accusation and instructed first mate Rockefeller to navigate the 
mine field of CIA involvement in political assassinations. 

To’be sure, this was more than you could say, even if you believed 
it. But suppose your target was the ravening press. What if you 
had shaped your testimony accordingly? Suppose you had come before 
the Rockefeller Commission:.as Othello appeared before the "most 
potent, grave, and reverent signiors™ of Venice am said: 

Gentlemen: The President has assigned you the task. of 
considering CIA involvement in political assassinations, 
including, possibly, the murder of the 35th President of 
the United States. I address the problem of his assass- 
ination. . 

>
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The President gave you this assignment in response to a 
rising tid® of rumor and accusation engendered by Water~ 
gate disclosures, augmented by continuing revelations of: 
scandals and crimes by government personnel and agencies, 
and accentuating in turn persisting disbelief in the of-° 
ficial account of the assassination of Fresident Kennedy. 
The Warren Commission. Report enjoys little credence. A 
voluminous and growing literature has demonstrated the in - 
compatibility of the Warren Commissionts finding of a so- 
¥9 assassin with the physical evidence on which it is bas- 
ed. 

As that lamentable event moves into history it is seen as 
the work of a conspiracy. ‘Political instinct, developed 
by centuries of experience, so recognized it. Testimony 
taken by the Warren Commission recorded Vice Fresident 
Johnson's thought, expressed to his aides in Parkland Hos- 
pital in Dallas, while awaiting the outcome of efforts to 
Save the President, the assassination might be associ- | 
ated with a coup dfetat. It is a Matter of record that 
President Johnson accepted the Warren Reportts disclaim- 
er of evidence of conspiracy. But ex-~President Joshnson 
reaffirmed his’first opinion in anysmex interview for pub 
lic disclosure. After the Warren Commission was dis- 
solved the late Senator Russell revealed he h=d not been _ 
permitted to include his dissent from the single-assassdéin 
theory in the Commission's Report, and made public state- 
ments of his belief in the presence of-more’ than one as- 
sassain in Dealey Plaza on November 22,1963. Ex-Goyer- 
nor Connally's differences with the Warren Report are well 
known; he insists on them. 

An accumulating body of evidence attests the existence of 
an assassination conspiracy. With respect to physical 
evidence the Zapruder film is conclusive; it. shows the 
President hurled suddenly and violently backward and to 
his left following instantly on impact of a bullet fired - 
the deduction is inescapable = from a point in front and. 
to the right of his limousine. The film makes an unfor-— 
gettable impression; its evidence cannot be gainsaid - the 
President was caught in a carefully planned ambush. 

Definitive proof of existence of an assassination conspi- 
racy was in possession of the Secret Service thirteen days 
before President Kennedy was killed, On November 9,1963, 
nine days before the President was scheduled’to visit Mi- 
ami and ride in a motorcade through‘the city, the Asso- 
ciated Press reported on February 3,1967, the Miami Po- 
lice Department gave the Secret Service the tape of a 
telephone conversation between a police informant and an 
individual called "Brown," in which the latter revealed 
& plan to kill the President by rifle fire from a high 
office building was°"in the works" and included the ar-~ 
rest of "somebody...afterward just to throw’ the public 
off." Miami police persuaded the President, the Miami 
News Reported, to abandon the plan for a motorcade from 
the airport to downtown Miami and transported him by Reha
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helicopter, Aborted in Miami, the murder plot was ex- 
ecuted in Dallas. Significant breaches of routine se- 
curity measures by the Secret Service in Dallas, virtu- 
ally glossed over hitherto, should be investigated in 
depth. oO 

Who weré the conspirators? We do not know. Evidence is 
lacking. Search for it was avoided by the Warren Com _ 
mission which found none, Renewed investigation by the 
executive branch of government is precluded generally, in 
effect, by consistent official support of the Warren Com- 
mission's Report, and more specifically in the present 
instance by pervasive awareness findings adverse to the 
Warren Commission's conclusions reflect unfavorably on 
its surviving members, and would be particularly embar- 
rassing to President Ford. Far’reasons which are readi- 
ly apparent to this Commission, I am sure, discussion 
of investigation by the legislative branch of govern- 
ment seems inappropriate in this forum, 

In the absence of evidence suspicion falls inevitably 
on CIA as President Kennedy's assassin. Although es- 
tablished by lawful enactment, it is essentially a con- 
spiratorial society whosé modus operandi is limited nei- 
ther by law nor morality. It violates the law of virtu- 
ally every country in the world. It spies on and cor- 
rupts men and women and institutions; it overthrows gov- 
ernments; it murders adversaries. The President has af- 
firmed the necessity of continuing "covert activities" in 
the interest of national security thereby foreclosing 
full public disclosure of CIA crimes. Neverthess its 
frightful record is known and understood on all conti- 
nents, and grows‘daily3 yesterday in Guatemala, Iran, 
the Soviet Union, Cuba, Tealy, Greece, the-Congo, China, 
Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam; today in Portugal, Angola, Zaire, 
Lebanon; tomorrow in whatever country and situation the 
National Security Council decides. . 

But, it is argued, CIA ig forbidden by law from operating 
within the United States. One thinks of King Cenute. 
This geopolitical restriction, seemingly satisfactory on 
paper, is unrealistic and cannot be obeyed in life. It 
implies impossible separability of foreign and domestic 
policy, and denies history. Conflict between its Ameri-+ 
can colonies and the British government’before 1783 was, 
by definition, on both sides originally, an internal Bri- 
tish affair, After establishment of the United States con- 
flict between the two governments became a matter of inter- 
national relations. 

Foreign and domestic policy imply each other, are ob- 
verse sides of the same coin, Acutely strained relations 
between France’ and the United States, stopping at the 
brink of war, ~ at the end of the eighteenth ¢entury, 
spawned the notorious Alien and Sedition Acts. Almost 
a century and a half later, American antiSoviet cold-war 
policy, epitomized by the Truman Doctrine of "containing 
communism," save birth both to CIA and the repressive 
anticommunist crusade of the 'fifties whose heroes in-
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cluded Senator Joseph McCarthy and Congressman Richard 
Nixon r - , 

one Moréover, artificial statutory restriction of CI& cre+ - 
ates contradictory standards of law and morality. Thus, 
opening Mail in 2% England is permissible but forbidden 
in the United States. Spying on Congressneople is allow- 
able in France but not at home, Keeping foreign intel- 
ligence agents’and officials under survéillance is CIAts 
duty in Turkey, a crime in this country, 

In fact, CIA operations abroad would be impossible with- 
out essential complementary, domestic activities. Not 

only does CIA have an input in executive-branch policy 
formlation,-in which it has acquired a vested burocra- tic interest, with headouaretrs situated near the seat of 
government, but CIA is charged with coordination of all 
government intelligence; ib spies on its om personnel, 
By decision of the Supreme Court CIA enjoys exclusive 
right of prepublication censorship of writings by its 
agents - In perpetuity. It recruits agents on college 
Campuses and other domestic sources and trains them in 
the United States, partly under'covert of special mili- 
tary units, It creates economic corporations and founda- 
tion outlets for disbursement of its secret funds. It 
penetrates unions, student organizations, and political 
Movements, It subsidizes publications and operates com- 
munication media. The-’close working Yrolationship of CTA 
with Hughes! interests, revealed in connection with the 
hundreds-million-dollar exploit of the. Glomar Explorer, 
establishes CIA as a primary component of ~hat Fresi- 
dent “Eisenhower designated the "military-industrial com- 
plex," And the inseparable linkage of foreign and do- 
mestic CIA activities was maifested by CIA's fir Ameri- 
ca transport of opium from the "golden triangke”™ in 
southeast Asia during the wars in IndoChina for pro- 
cessing and distribution by the underworld, and the re- 
cruitment by CIA in the United States of underworld erim- 
inals to assassinate Premier Fidel Castro of Cuba. CIits 
Phoenix asSassination progrem, which accounted for more 
than twenty thousand murders in South Vietnam, was plan- 
ned in the United States. 

The possibility of CIA involvement in the assassim tion of 
President Kennedy’arises also in connection with the prob- 
lem of motivation. The Warren Commission convicted Os- 
wald but, remarkably, confessed itself unable to deter- 
mine his motive. Perhaps it was, at least in part, be-~ 
cause the evidence it accepted as motive for his alleged 
attempt to kill General Edwin Walker, whom he :llegedly 
regarded as a fascist, virtuslly-excluded motivation for 
assassinating the President whom, the Warren Cormission 
reported, OSwald liked and whose civil-rights policies 
he approved. 

As in the assassination of President Lincoln, motivetion 
for killing the 35th President, when determined, will prove be multiple and complex, An important part of it
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has’been documented and was published in 1972 in an es- - 
Say, Vietnamization and the Drama of the Pentagon Fapers, 
by Professor Peter Dale Scott. Scottts essay which appegr- 
ed in Volume V of the Senator Gravel "dition of the Penta- 
gon Paners, Critical Essays (Beacon Press, pp211-247), es- 
tablished causal connection between the conflict in the Ken- 
nedy Administration over American involvement in’the war in 
Indo China; Xennedy's final decision to withdraw, made 
shortly before he was killed; his assassination; and subse- 
quent large-scale military intervention in Vietnam by the 
Johnson Administration, Scott'*s documentation pivots on 
National Security Action Memorandum #273 which is class- 
ified but which Scott said he reconstructed in part from~ 
a number of sources. In Scottts account, NSAM 273 was in- 
tended to embody President Kennedy's decigion to withdraw 
from Vietnam but was falsified after his death to include 
premises for escalation of American military intervention 
in Vietnam, and to make if appear as a continuation of Pres- 
ident Kennedy's policy, foreshadowing as it were, the scur= 
rilous attempt of Assassin E.Howard Hunt to forge cables 
implicating assassinated President Kennedy’in the assass- 
ination of President Diem of South Vietnam. 

Scott's discovery of the triggering motive for the as- 
Sassination of President Kennedy has excited little no- 
tice among both defenders and chitics of the official ac-- - 
count of the President's murder. 

Scott emphasized the secret activities of American "in- 
telligence agencies" in-Indo China and thought they "suge 
gest that, in late 1963, covert operations were beginning 
to escape the political limitations, both internal and 
international...established during the course of the Ken- 
nedy Administration” and "may have been escalated in de- 
fiance of the President's secret directives:" and "Pres- 
ident Kennedy had lost control of covert planning and op-= 
erations" (p230). 

Scott made no reference to CIA involvement in the over- 
throw of the government of South Vietnamese Fresident 
Diem who had opposed U.S. troop increases in Vietnam in 
1963 and sought to negotiate an end to the war; and in ‘ 
whose assassination three weeks before Kennedy was killed, 
CIA was implicated, certainly indirectly and possibly di- 
rectly. , 

CIA involvement in murder of the prémier of newly inde- 
pendent Congo excited little notice. And liquidation of 
Diem in South Vietnam may or may not have been approved 
officially in Washington. But assassinationlof the head of 
state of the United States by an agency’of the Federal 
govérnment, however stigmatized legally, would be trea- 
Sone ; ; 

Was CIA guilty of treason?’ The’evidence against CIA this 
far is circumstantial. So, too, is a body‘of what, after 
investigation, may prove to be exculpatory. Photographs 
and physical description of a man who identified himself to the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City in the &11 of 1963 as Lee Henry Oswald, but who differed dimensionally and in



“appearance from Lee Harvey Oswald, werc forwarded by CIA < 
to the Secret Service and FBI on November 22 and 23, 1963, 
following Lee Harvey's arrest and while he was in police 
custody undercoing interrogation, therby establishing evi- 
dentiary existence of a "second Oswald" and complicating 
investigation of the assassination. Examination of inci- 
dents prior to the assassination, involving an individ- 
val who identified himself as Oswald, reviewed by-the War- 
ren Cormission and rejected by it as unbelievable, suceests 
a systematic attempt to create a fictitious Oswald wit 
personality traits unchracteristic of the real man, and 
acting in circwnstances and at times casily shovm to ex- 
clude the presence of Lee Harvey Oswald. The-activity of 
a government intelligence agency is indicated, one, more~ 
over - the implication is plain - with foreknowledge of 
the impending assassination. The evidence of a "second 
Oswald" gives rise to the possibility CIA attemnted to ~ 
obstruct the assassination or impede investigation of it. 

CIA's role in the assassination of Fresident Yennedy is 
shrouded in mystery. Suspicion and accusation will cons 
tinue until truth is established, which will not emerge, 
it is certain from CIA testimony iA response to circum- 
scribed governnental investigation. And no f#her Ls’ possi- 
ble’ It is a_task for historians ccmpiling, siftins, weigh- 
ing, and analyzing historical evidence. This Commission 
can Make 2 contribution to history by recommending to the 
President historians be given unlinited access to cll ma-~ 
terials and records in possession of the government, with 
out exception, including in the first instance, classi- 
fied information relating to national security. Cnen 
‘Pandorats box. Let truth emerge, 

Suppose you had said that. You would not have moved the men with 
"hearts of flint end bowéls of brass," to quote Debs , but oh’the 
press you might have had/ WBAI could not have made you sound, 
forgive me, like an outraged virgin. 

This has been a long letter, longer than I intended; it is now 
July 3rd. It is time to say good bye. It seems I will not hear 
from’you soon again; you will "not have the time to respond in de- 
tail," even to the extent of vour last’ two-page letter, I am 
sorry. I thought we might collaborate. 

i 
Resrevfully, 

/ ML MmGL Vb 

Thomas Stamm


